Higher Rate Alternative Non-Drug Reinforcement Produces Faster Suppression of Cocaine Seeking but More Resurgence When Removed
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Abstract

Relapse following removal of an alternative source of reinforcement introduced during extinction of a target behavior is called resurgence. This form of relapse may be related to relapse of drug taking following loss of alternative non-drug reinforcement in human populations. Laboratory investigations of factors mediating resurgence with food-maintained behavior suggest higher rates of alternative reinforcement produce faster suppression of target behavior but paradoxically generate more relapse when alternative reinforcement is discontinued. At present, it is unknown if a similar effect occurs when target behavior is maintained by drug reinforcement and the alternative is a non-drug reinforcer. In the present experiment three groups of rats were trained to lever press for infusions of cocaine during baseline. Next, during treatment, cocaine reinforcement was suspended and an alternative response was reinforced with either high-rate, low-rate, or no alternative food reinforcement. Finally, all reinforcement was suspended to test for relapse of cocaine seeking. Higher rate alternative reinforcement produced faster elimination of cocaine seeking than lower rates or extinction alone, but when treatment was suspended resurgence of cocaine seeking occurred following only high-rate alternative reinforcement. Thus, although higher rate alternative reinforcement appears to more effectively suppress drug seeking, should it become unavailable, it can have the unfortunate effect of increasing relapse.
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Alternative-reinforcement based treatments are often used to eliminate problematic human behavior such as pathological drug taking. In these treatments, non-drug rewards are made available for engaging in behavior unrelated to drug taking or abstaining from drug taking [1][2][3]. Though these treatments often suppress unwanted behavior while enforced, lapses
in treatment fidelity (e.g., interruptions in or cessation of alternative-reinforcer delivery) have been shown to produce relapse [3][4]. Relapse following omission of an alternative source of reinforcement is termed resurgence [5][6][7].

In the laboratory, resurgence in non-humans typically is studied using a three-phase preparation [8][9]. In Phase 1 (baseline), a target behavior produces reinforcement. During Phase 2 (treatment), reinforcement for the target response is discontinued while an alternative source of reinforcement is made available. Finally, the alternative source of reinforcement is discontinued in Phase 3 to test for resurgence of target responding. Using these procedures, resurgence of ethanol [5][10] and cocaine [11][12] seeking has been demonstrated in rats when alternative food reinforcement is discontinued. Given these findings, some have suggested resurgence might provide a useful model of the effects of loss of non-drug reinforcement on drug seeking following treatments using alternative non-drug reinforcement [13][14][15].

In laboratory examinations of resurgence of food-maintained target behavior in animals, higher rates of alternative reinforcement have been shown to produce faster and more complete suppression of target responding during Phase 2 but greater relapse when alternative reinforcement is discontinued in Phase 3 [9][16][17]. It is unclear, however, if these effects also occur when target behavior is maintained by drug reinforcement. The present experiment thus aimed to determine if rate of alternative non-drug reinforcement has similar effects on cocaine-maintained responding in rats.

Fifteen male Long-Evans rats (Charles River, Portage, MI) were used. Rats were 71–80 days old upon arrival and ~450 g at the time of jugular-catheterization surgery (see below). Rats were housed in a temperature-controlled colony room with a 12:12-hr light/dark cycle (lights on at 7:00 AM) and had free access to water in their home cages. Rats were allowed free access to rat chow in their home cages until they reached their pre-surgery weight following surgery, then they were food restricted to 80% of their free-feeding body weight.

Prior to the experiment, rats underwent jugular-catheterization surgery that was preceded by injections of antibiotic (gentamicin, 2.0 mg/kg, IP) and analgesic/anti-inflammatory (flunixin meglumine, 1.1 mg/kg, SC) drugs. Rats were anesthetized using isoflurane. An indwelling, back-mounted cannula (Plastics One, Roanoke, VA) attached to a silastic catheter (SAI-Infusions, Lake Villa, IL) was inserted through an incision in the rat’s lower back and fed subcutaneously to a 0.5-cm incision centered 2 cm below the rat’s shoulder blades. The catheter was fed subcutaneously from the upper-back incision to an incision made in the right ventral surface of the neck, then inserted into the right jugular vein. Following surgery, rats were given injections of flunixin meglumine (1.1 mg/kg, SC), gentamicin (2.0 mg/kg, IP), and electrolyte solution (Ringer’s, 5 cc, SC) every 12 hr for 2–5 days. Rats began the procedure detailed below after reaching their 80% free-feeding weights. Cocaine hydrochloride was dissolved in a sterile 0.9% saline solution to a concentration 2.56 mg/ml. Drug doses were adjusted by changing the activation duration of the fixed-speed (0.0527 ml/s) syringe pump.
Ten Med Associates (St. Albans, VT) operant chambers were used during the study. Each chamber was equipped with two levers, with stimulus lights above them, on either side of a food receptacle. In this receptacle, 45-mg food pellets (BioServ, Flemington, NJ) could be delivered. A house light was situated at the top-center of this panel was used for general illumination of the chamber. The chamber wall opposite the levers and food aperture housed five small holes equipped with photobeams to detect nose pokes. These holes could be illuminated individually by yellow LEDs. The chambers also were equipped for IV drug self-administration. Tygon tubing encased in a metal-spring tether was inserted through a hole cut in the center of the roof of each chamber. At all times, the Tygon tubing and tether were attached to rats’ back-mounted cannulae. The other end of the tubing attached to a stainless-steel swivel (Instech, Plymouth Meeting, PA) suspended above the roof of the chamber. Tygon tubing attached the swivel to a 60-ml syringe mounted on an infusion pump (Med Associates) positioned outside the sound-attenuating cabinet.

Prior to the experiment, rats were trained to consume food pellets from the illuminated food aperture. No stimuli were on during pellet training, and the levers were retracted. Response-independent pellets were delivered into the aperture according to a variable-time (VT) 60-s schedule in four, 45-min sessions (session durations for the remainder of the experiment also were 45 min). Next, rats were trained to self-administer cocaine. These training sessions began with illumination of the house light, insertion of both levers into the chamber, and illumination of the stimulus light above the right (active) lever. Presses to this lever initially produced 1 mg/kg infusions of cocaine, accompanied by a 45-s blackout of the chamber, according to a fixed-ratio (FR) 1 schedule. At all times, presses to the left (inactive) lever were recorded but had no consequences. Across sessions, the ratio requirement was thinned to an FR 4. Then a variable-ratio (VR) 2 schedule replaced the FR 4 schedule. The VR requirement was increased across days in increments of two responses until all rats reliably self-administered 1 mg/kg infusions of cocaine under a VR 20 schedule. Finally, infusions of cocaine were decreased to 0.5 mg/kg then 0.32 mg/kg across sessions [11].

**Phase 1 (baseline)** began once rats reached the 0.32 mg/kg dose of cocaine. This phase lasted a minimum of five sessions and until no downward trends in responding were observed across the last three sessions of the phase. Rats then were distributed to three groups of five such that mean mg/kg of cocaine infused across the last three sessions of Phase 1 were equivalent between groups. In **Phase 2 (treatment)**, cocaine availability was suspended for all groups and the left-most nose poke aperture was illuminated. For group High-Rate Alternative, pokes into this aperture produced food pellets according to a variable-interval (VI) 15-s schedule. For group Low-Rate Alternative, pokes produced food according to a VI 60-s schedule. Finally, for group Extinction Control, pokes were recorded but had no consequences. This phase lasted for 15 sessions, then **Phase 3 (resurgence test)** commenced. In Phase 3, alternative food reinforcement was suspended for the High-Rate and Low-Rate groups, while no change in contingencies occurred for the Control group, in a single session. Statistical tests reported below were deemed significant at an α level of .05.

During the last three sessions of Phase 1, cocaine response rates (for the High-Rate, Low-Rate, and Control groups, respectively: \( M = 7.82, \ SEM = 0.83; M = 7.82, \ SEM = 0.88; \) and \( M = 7.69, \ SEM = 0.82 \) responses per min) and mg/kg of cocaine infused per session (\( M = \) ...
5.53, \(SEM = 0.55\); \(M = 5.53, SEM = 0.58\); and \(M = 5.31, SEM = 0.51 \text{ mg/kg}\) were similar between groups. Alternative response rates (for the High-Rate, Low-Rate, and Control groups, respectively: \(M = 0.1, SEM = 0.06\); \(M = 0.63, SEM = 0.46\); and \(M = 0.39, SEM = 0.14 \text{ responses per min}\) and inactive response rates (\(M = 0.21, SEM = 0.08\); \(M = 0.23, SEM = 0.07\); and \(M = 0.33, SEM = 0.16 \text{ responses per min}\)) were near zero for this phase.

Cocaine seeking decreased across sessions of Phase 2 for all groups (see Figure 1). A 3 × 15 (Group X Session) mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that these decreases were significant [main effect of Session, \(F(14, 168) = 4.06, MSE = 5.99\)] and varied significantly between groups [Group X Session interaction, \(F(28, 168) = 2.01, MSE = 2.92\)]; the main effect of Group was not significant, \(F(2, 12) = 0.99, MSE = 39.61\). To isolate the source of the significant Group X Session interaction, follow-up 2 × 15 (Group X Session) ANOVA were conducted for each pairwise group comparison. Cocaine-seeking decreased more rapidly in the High-Rate group than in the Low-Rate, \(F(14, 112) = 2.31, MSE = 2.23\), and Control, \(F(14, 112) = 2.42, MSE = 4.13\), groups. Cocaine-seeking decreased at comparable rates between the Low-Rate and Control groups, \(F(14, 112) = 1.42, MSE = 2.41\). During the final session of Phase 2, cocaine response rates did not differ between groups [one-way ANOVA: \(F(2, 12) = 1.01, MSE = 2.6\)]. Thus, cocaine seeking initially decreased most quickly for the High-Rate group, but terminal Phase-2 responding was similar between groups.

Alternative responding (i.e., nose poking for food) increased during Phase 2 for the High-Rate and Low-Rate groups. In the final session, an average of 73.97 (\(SEM = 22.71\)) and 25.09 (\(SEM = 6.56\)) pokes per min, respectively, occurred. Also in this session, an average of 3.42 (\(SEM = 0.18\)) and 0.92 (\(SEM = 0.04\)) pellets were earned per min by the High-Rate and Low-Rate groups, and alternative responding remained low in the Control group (\(M = 0.26, SEM = 0.12 \text{ responses per min}\)). Further, inactive responding occurred at near-zero rates for the High-Rate, Low-Rate, and Control groups in the final Phase-2 session (respectively: \(M = 1.02, SEM = 0.89\); \(M = 0.6, SEM = 0.29\); and \(M = 0.53, SEM = 0.4 \text{ responses per min}\)).

Figure 2 shows response rates from the last session of Phase 2 and during Phase 3 for each group. A 3 × 2 (Group X Phase) mixed-model ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Phase, \(F(1, 12) = 6.01, MSE = 7.91\), and a significant Group X Phase interaction, \(F(2, 12) = 8.55, MSE = 8.55\). The main effect of Group was not significant, \(F(2, 12) = 1.99, MSE = 8.8\). To isolate the source of the significant Group X Phase interaction, follow-up 2 × 2 (Group X Phase) ANOVA were conducted for each pairwise group comparison. The Group X Phase interaction was present when the High-Rate group was compared to the Low-Rate, \(F(1, 8) = 10.41, MSE = 16.64\), and Control, \(F(1, 8) = 10.14, MSE = 17.26\), groups. No interaction was present when the Low-Rate group was compared to the Control group, \(F(1, 8) = 0.01, MSE = 0.01\). Thus, resurgence occurred only for the High-Rate group. Further, resurgence was specific to the lever previously associated with cocaine. Inactive responding remained low for the High-Rate, Low-Rate, and Control groups (respectively: \(M = 0.87, SEM = 0.61\); \(M = 0.45, SEM = 0.05\); and \(M = 0.45, SEM = 0.2 \text{ responses per min}\)) during resurgence testing.
To summarize, high-rate non-drug alternative reinforcement produced a faster initial decrease in cocaine seeking than low-rate alternative reinforcement or extinction alone. When high-rate alternative reinforcement was suspended, however, resurgence of cocaine seeking was observed. Finally, low-rate alternative reinforcement had no impact on cocaine seeking when compared to extinction alone. These data provide further support for the finding that higher rates of alternative reinforcement produce faster decreases in, and greater resurgence of, behavior that is targeted for elimination \[16\][17]. Further, and most importantly, they extend this finding to drug-maintained behavior, suggesting similar underlying processes are involved in resurgence of drug- and non-drug-maintained responding.

What remains unclear is precisely why higher rates of alternative reinforcement produce faster target response suppression and resurgence. In early treatments of resurgence, some argued that high-rate alternative reinforcement might prevent organisms from engaging in the target behavior and thus prevent extinction \[9\]. According to this response-prevention hypothesis, resurgence occurs following suspension of alternative reinforcement simply because the target behavior was not sufficiently extinguished. Although the present findings cannot completely rule out this interpretation, it is worth noting that rats in the High-Rate group made more than 1200 cocaine-lever responses on average during Phase 2. Further, the response-prevention hypothesis has generally been rejected \[7\] because resurgence has been shown under conditions where target behavior is fully extinguished prior to introduction of alternative reinforcement \[18\] and where substantially more target responding occurs with alternative reinforcement than without it \[7\]. Thus, the magnitude of resurgence appears to be unrelated to the amount of target responding during treatment, and other mechanisms seem to be required to account for the effects of high-rate alternative reinforcement on resurgence.

As one alternative, Shahan and Sweeney’s \[6\] quantitative model of resurgence suggests alternative sources of reinforcement during treatment (Phase 2) serve two opposing functions. These reinforcers further disrupt target responding during extinction and strengthen the Pavlovian association between reinforcers and the context in which drug taking occurred. This context-reinforcer relation is thought to promote persistence and relapse of drug seeking in a manner positively related to reinforcement rate. When alternative reinforcers are suspended in Phase 3, the additive disruptive impact is removed, but the context-reinforcer relation is unchanged. Thus, their model predicts that higher rates of alternative reinforcement produce faster suppression of drug seeking during Phase 2 and greater resurgence during Phase 3. Although this quantitative model of resurgence accurately predicts that higher-rate alternative reinforcement should produce faster suppression of cocaine seeking, it also predicts that low-rate alternative reinforcement should disrupt target responding. To the contrary, low-rate alternative reinforcement did not suppress drug seeking beyond extinction alone in the present experiment. Further, several other published findings \[16\][17] have demonstrated contra-therapeutic effects of low-rate alternative reinforcement. That is, low-rate alternative reinforcement can produce more persistent target responding than extinction alone. Thus, this theory does not appear to provide a full account of the present results or resurgence in general.
Alternatively, Bouton and colleagues [7][19] have argued that resurgence results from the context specificity of extinction learning [20]. According to this account, organisms learn to inhibit target behavior during Phase 2 extinction. The change to the novel Phase-3 contingencies produce a change from a context in which inhibitory learning occurred to a context in which inhibitory learning fails to generalize. Presumably, the degree of response suppression engendered by alternative reinforcement should be related to the difference between Phase-1 and -2 reinforcer rates, and the degree of resurgence observed is related to the difference between Phases 2 and 3 rates [17]. Like Shahan and Sweeney's [6] quantitative account of resurgence, though, Bouton and colleagues' context hypothesis appears incomplete. For example, similar-fold increases and decreases in reinforcer rates between Phases 1 and 2 should produce equally discriminable Phase-1 and -2 contexts, yet these manipulations do not produce similar decreases in responding [17]. Because the account has not been formalized, however, it is restricted to making qualitative predictions, and it becomes unclear precisely how any given environmental factor (e.g., alternative-reinforcement rate) might be expected to specifically impact the inferred context change [21]. Thus, it can be difficult to know if any given result is consistent with the predictions of the approach or not. Despite these limitations, one appealing feature of the context hypothesis is that it may be used to describe not only resurgence but also other forms of relapse (e.g., renewal, reinstatement, spontaneous recover) in a parsimonious manner. Thus, if the theory were to be formalized such that its predictions could be more clearly specified and tested, it could hold the promise of a formal integrative approach to understanding relapse.

Finally, resurgence could result from stress induced by loss of expected reinforcement [11]. Though little is known about the link between stress and resurgence, substantial evidence suggests exposure to acute stressors can produce relapse (i.e., reinstatement) of drug seeking [22]. This proposal also is consistent with evidence showing that clonidine, an α-2 receptor agonist, decreases resurgence of food-maintained behavior [23]. Loss of higher rates of alternative reinforcement in the present experiment might have been more stressful than loss of lower rates of alternative reinforcement, thus generating more resurgence. This hypothesis is speculative because effects of stress-related pharmacological manipulations on resurgence are thus far restricted to resurgence of food seeking. Because stress appears to play a critical role in other forms of relapse, however, it is plausible stress induced by loss of non-drug reinforcement could provide a neurobiological mechanism for resurgence in general. This possibility deserves considerably more empirical investigation.

Regardless of the biobehavioral processes responsible for resurgence, the present findings suggest that a better understanding of the phenomenon might help to inform substance-abuse treatments employing alternative non-drug reinforcement. For example, consistent with the present finding that higher rates of alternative non-drug reinforcement produced faster reductions in drug seeking, larger magnitude non-drug alternative reinforcers typically produce greater abstinence during treatment and during post-treatment follow-ups in contingency-management interventions [4][24][25]. It is important to note, however, that if abstinence is not achieved during treatment, as is often the case for lower magnitude groups in contingency-management interventions, drug use during follow-ups does not reflect relapse, but rather a continuation of failure to achieve abstinence during treatment.
Interestingly, Higgins and colleagues [24] showed that for participants who achieved similar levels of abstinence during treatment with larger and smaller magnitude alternative reinforcers, those who had earned larger alternative reinforcers were less likely to remain abstinent at 9–24 month follow-ups. Although this outcome was unexpected by Higgins and colleagues, it is consistent with the present finding that despite similar levels of drug seeking at the end of treatment, exposure to more alternative reinforcement during treatment generated increased relapse when alternative reinforcement was no longer available. Regardless, the resurgence paradigm is not a direct animal model of contingency management or any other specific treatment for substance abuse. Drug use may cease for any number of reasons including self-attempts at quitting or explicit treatments like contingency management. Loss of alternative non-drug reinforcement might contribute to drug relapse in any of these situations. A better understanding of the behavioral and neurobiological processes responsible for such relapse might inform future attempts to prevent it.
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Highlights

- Examined effects of alternative-reinforcer rate on relapse of rats’ cocaine seeking
- Higher rate alternative reinforcement suppressed cocaine seeking faster
- Higher rate alternative reinforcement generated more resurgence
- Treatments using more alternative reinforcement could increase relapse when treatment ends
Figure 1.
Mean rates of cocaine seeking during the last three sessions of Phase 1 (baseline) and across sessions of Phase 2 (Treatment) for each group.
Figure 2.
Mean rates of cocaine seeking during the last session of Phase 2 (Treatment) and Phase 3 (Resurgence) for each group.